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3.2.3. Cooperation Concepts

Organizations employ one or several cooperation 
concepts for doing cooperative problem solving.

Examples are
  Cooperation by making (selected) information 

available
  Negotiations
  Master-Slave relationships
  Voting
  Auctions
  Stygmergic approaches (generalizes blackboards)
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3.2.3.1 Cooperation by making �
  information available

If we see the goal of cooperation as using results of 
others to perform the own tasks better or faster, then 
the most simple way of achieving cooperation is to 
make results (or information) available to other 
agents.

Formally, this means that an agent opens part of its 
DatOwn area to other agents that then transfer this 
information to their DatKS areas.

This transfer can be accomplished either by using a 
blackboard or by message passing.
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Properties and Questions

If the agent making information available is not lying 
and also makes only information available that is 
sure, then no inter-agents conflicts occur.

Otherwise, each agent on its own resolves conflicts�
 no conflict resolution on MAS-level

In order to use this cooperation concept the following 
questions have to be answered:

  What part of DatOwn do I make available to the others?
  What information from others do I really use in the 

future?  
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Example: The TECHS approach for 
cooperative search (I)

See Denzinger and Fuchs (1999)
Setting:
Agents with different methods are given an instance of 

a search problem. They should cooperate to solve the 
problem faster.

General Approach:
The agents exchange periodically data that is filtered by 

send- and receive-referees.
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Example: The TECHS approach for 
cooperative search (II)

Send-referee:
It evaluates the DatOwn area of its agent and selects 

results that (among other criteria) have proven to be 
good for the agent. These results are send to the 
receive referee of one, several or all other agents.

Receive-referee:
It evaluates incoming results regarding how helpful 

they are to the agent in the current situation (by 
comparing them to DatOwn and DatKS of its agent). 
Only promising information is put into DatKS. 
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Example: The TECHS approach for 
cooperative search (III)
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Discussion

  Simple concept, no conflict handling necessary
  Existing systems can be used
  Can lead to huge synergy effects
-  Cannot be applied in situations where conflicts need 

to be resolved globally
-  Can be rather communication intensive (big amounts 

of data can be sent around), if the two basic questions 
are not answered well
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3.2.3.2 Negotiations

Negotiations are used to handle and resolve conflicts.
Conflicts occur during cooperative problem solving
  during definition, creation and distribution of 

(sub)tasks (point a))
 by having different ways to define and create 

(sub)tasks
 by having different possibilities to assign a 

(sub)task to an agent
  during the synthesis of the achieved results (point c))
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General Procedures (I)

Negotiations use message passing to solve conflicts by 
initiating a dialog between agents.

Starting point of negotiations is always a cooperation 
action (message) of one agent providing one or 
several other agents with a piece of information that 
is in conflict with their individual data DatOwn or their 
assumptions DatKA. 

The goal of negotiations is to resolve such conflicts by 
changing the DatOwn and DatKA areas (usually of all 
involved agents). 
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General Procedures (II)

Depending on the concrete organizational form, the 
following procedure can vary.

All forms require, that agents that detect a conflict 
inform the agent whose message caused the conflict.

Then (at least) one agent has to change its data in such a 
way that it has no conflicting information anymore 
(or that its conflict is getting “smaller”).

Then the other agents have to be informed about these 
changes.  
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General Procedures (III)

As a result, the other agents may 
  also have no conflicting data anymore,
  still have the old conflict, or
  have new pieces of conflicting data.
Then the last steps are repeated until all conflicts are 

resolved (or it becomes obvious that no solution is 
possible)


Example: The FA/C approach
(We will look at it more closely in 3.2.4.2)
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Discussion

  Rather general mechanism that can be used in almost 
all cases (at least as general idea as explained here).

  Very similar to human behavior.
-  Can be rather communication intensive (many, rather 

small messages to many agents).
-  Some movement in goals of agents is necessary in 

order to guarantee a compromise
-  Cycle detection can become an issue
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3.2.3.3 Master-Slave Relationships

Master-Slave Relationships between agents aim at 
making extensive communication unnecessary by 
avoiding conflicts or by establishing clear priorities.

Such a relationship always exists between two agents, 
the master and the slave, but a master can have 
several slaves and a slave can be master in other 
relationships (but not with its own master). No slave 
can have several masters.

A master-slave relationship can be temporary or 
permanent.
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Typical Interaction scheme

  Slave gets its orders from master
  Slave executes the orders
  Slave reports back its results

Either no conflicts occur or the master resolves them.
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Example: Master-Slave Teamwork (I)

Variant of Teamwork method by Bündgen, Göbel and 
Küchlin (1996).

One agent is permanently assigned the supervisor role 
and therefore acts as the master to all other agents.

Interaction between Master and Slave:
  Master communicates to slave its actual search state, 

a control strategy to use and a point in time to report 
back

  Slave performs search, using control strategy, until 
report time is reached
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Example: Master-Slave Teamwork (II)

  Slave now acts as referee and selects best results 
found

  Slave communicates found results back to master
  Master integrates slave’s results into its search state
  Cycle is repeated until master or any slave finds a 

solution
Note: There are no team meetings, the master decides 

when to get results from each agent individually.
Even if search state reached by a slave is better than the 

one of the master, it does not survive.
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Discussion

  Amount of communication rather low�
 efficient

  Well suited for hierarchical forms of organization
-  In many applications, conflicts can simply not be 

avoided�
 slaves may repeat work after master resolves �

conflict
-  Masters can become bottlenecks (if they have too 

many slaves) or they might be idle (if the task 
distribution among agents is not good)
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3.2.3.4 Voting Schemes

Voting schemes as cooperation concept are well suited 
for MAS, in which the knowledge of the agents is 
very vague and sometimes even wrong, which would 
lead to long negotiations to resolve conflicts.

By voting, not a compromise is generated but a solution 
(a fact) that is wished by most agents is accepted by 
all from there on.

There are no discussions, only the possible solutions to 
a problem (or conflict) have to be determined and 
made available to all agents.
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Procedures

All agents might vote or only the ones involved in the 
conflict.

  One of the agents that realized that there is a conflict 
has to assume the role of “master” of the voting

  This agent informs the others about the different 
alternatives

  Then it receives the votes from the others
  Finally it informs the others about the result
  Everyone changes its internal data to conform with 

the result
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Decision schemes

  Alternative with the most votes wins
  Alternative with absolute majority (i.e. more than 50 

percent of the votes) wins�
 decision round between best two in first voting �

might be needed
  Alternative with a 2/3 majority wins�

 periodical voting until this is achieved might be �
necessary

  …
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Vote schemes

  One agent one vote
  Different agents have different numbers of votes 

based on
  Importance of the agent
 Knowledge expertise of the agent for the 

particular conflict
 …
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Example: Bagging of classifiers

Many classification problems allow for many different 
methods to build (learn) classifiers for them.

Having several classifiers vote on which class a 
particular example is in (bagging) results often in a 
better accuracy than each of the classifiers involved.

See Breiman, L.: Bagging Predictors, Machine Learning, 
24(2), pp.123-140, 1996.

It is also possible to give a weight to different classifiers 
(this is a special case of stacking, another ensemble 
method)
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Discussion
  Provides safety with regard to

  Failing agents
  errors

  Rather fast decisions in very complex situations with 
many conflicts involving many agents

-  The majority can also be wrong (lemmings!)
-  Agents have to be able to measure solutions to many 

problems�
 more complexity within a agent

-  Much redundant computation within the MAS
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3.2.3.5 Auctions

Auctions are an example of market mechanisms. They 
are used to solve conflicts related to the distribution 
of resources or tasks (point a) in the cooperative 
problem solving process).

In contrast to negotiations, which essentially are a 
dialog, several agents (bidder) compete for a certain 
resource. Goal of an auction is to achieve optimal use 
of the resource, i.e. assigning it to the “best” agent. 
The resource is property of one agent, the auctioneer, 
and it determines the definition of best use.
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Usability

Note that in auctions agents might participate that are 
not exactly cooperative, i.e. they might be rather 
egoistic. Auctions are usable in such situations. But 
then the auction protocol has to be designed in such a 
way that still an optimal use is guaranteed, even if 
the egoistic agents try to deceive other agents or the 
auctioneer.

See later when we cover competitive environments.
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Example: English Auction

  This is the most well known form of auctions.
  Procedure:

 Each bidder can bid at all the time and the other 
bidders are immediately informed about a new 
bid.

  If within a certain time interval no agent raises the 
bid, then the last bidder gets the resource for the 
price of the bid.

  The auctioneer achieves appr. the price the second 
highest bidder values the resource at. 
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Example: Dutch Auction
  This is nearly the opposite to the English auction.
  Procedure:

 The auctioneer starts with a bid much higher than it 
thinks the value of the resource is and lowers the bid 
step by step until a bidder is willing to accept the bid.

 When a bidder accepts, it gets the resource for the price 
of the bid.

  If no bidder knows the limits of the other bidders, the 
auctioneer achieves appr. the price the highest bidder 
values the resource. With knowing the limits this reduces 
to the value of the second highest bidder.

  The communication amount depends on start bid and step 
length.  
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Example: Vickrey Auction
  This is a version with hidden (sealed) bids.
  Procedure:

 Each bidder hands in a bid to the auctioneer.
 The auctioneer hands the resource to the highest 

bidder for the second highest bid.
  The auctioneer achieves the price the second highest 

bidder values the resource at.
  This auction type is designed to keep the bidders 

honest: if you bid more than you think the resource is 
worth in order to raise the price, you might end up 
with having to pay more. If you do not bid as high as 
you value the resource then the other guy gets it 
cheaper than it should. 
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Example: Combinatorial Auctions

  This is an extension of “normal” auctions that allow 
(or require) bidders to bid on combinations of items

  Each bidder can do one bid for each combination of 
all items that are auctioned off

  After all bids are placed, the auctioneer has to solve a 
combinatorial optimization problem, namely with 
combination of item collections and bids achieves the 
greatest payoff; hence the name
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Discussion
  Handles conflicts between many agents rather well.
  Allows for egoistic agents.
-  Can become rather complex and time consuming 

(much like negotiations in case of the step wise 
auctions, or even worse).

-  Limited to market situations�
 usually used together with other mechanisms
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3.2.3.5. Stygmergic approaches

Coordination between agents can be achieved without 
direct communication between the agents by leaving 
information in the shared environment (see 
blackboards).

The environment can have some effect on this 
information (changing it or deleting it)

Agents act purely based on their perceptions of the 
environment ( reactive agents)
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General procedure

  First task to do is represented in environment
  Environment updates
  Agents perceive environment and act based on their 

perception (including manipulating environment)
  Environment updates
  Agents perceive environment and act based on their 

perception (including manipulating environment)
  And so on.
Note: additional tasks can appear at any time
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Example: solving transportation 
problems with infochemicals (I) 

Kasinger et al. (2008)
2 types of agents: transportation agents and task agents
Task agents represent places from which to pick-up 

goods and to which to deliver goods.
All agents emit infochemicals that are propagated 

through environment (and diffuse over time):
  Task agents:

 Pick-up agent emits infochemical announcing 
pick-up task until pick-up happened

 After pickup it emits job-taken infochemical
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Example: solving transportation 
problems with infochemicals (II) 

 After pick-up happened, delivery agent emits 
infochemical announcing delivery spot for the 
specific task

 These infochemicals are propagated as fast as 
possible everywhere

  Transport agent:
 Emits infochemical when on trail to pick-up spot 

indicating which infochemical it follows. This 
infochemical is not propagated (since agent might 
not really be the one doing the job)
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Example: solving transportation 
problems with infochemicals (III) 

 Agent uses intensity of infochemicals it perceives 
to decide which task to try to perform. Task 
infochemicals that are countered by task agent or 
where another transportation agent has send 
perceivable infochemical are not taken into 
account�
(if agent can perceive infochemical from other 
transportation agent, this agent is for sure better 
suited to do task)

  Environment diffuses each infochemical over time
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Discussion

  No conflict handling necessary, agents decide only 
based on perception of environment

  Very open, agents can come and go
  Able to deal with dynamic problems
-  Need some kind of “active” environment
-  Rather indirect coordination, not very easily 

understood by humans
-  Can be far from optimal


